In the case of light structures membrane type the form is confused with the structure and vice versa. Thus the analysis process, nonlinear type, the one for form finding is also a means of optimizing these structures. To respect the natural principle of minimum it is advisable that the structure's shape is similar to the minimum surface area. The numerical problem solving is based on using finite elements with constant strain of soap film. Based on these considerations, the paper presents aspects of determining the shape of the membrane structure using finite elements of soap film.
INTRODUCTION
Light structures membrane type or membrane with cables allows the most varied and complex monumental engineering construction (Kopenetz & Cătărig, 2006; Kopenetz & Pârv, 2014; Kopenetz, & Prada, 2011) .
Examples of such structures are shown in the following: a) Juventus Stadium, Turin, Italy (figure 1) -Structural solution characterized by a roof suspended from steel cables connected by two pillars and the main structural system (consisting of reinforced concrete beams to level + 18.55 m and steel beams up to the external supports of the roof, elevation + 33.00 m). Given the flexibility of these structures in general, and structural subassemblies, in particular, the structural design must address two key issues:
-Determining the initial geometry (Kopenetz et al., 2004 (Kopenetz et al., , 2005 (Kopenetz, 2006 ).
-Establishing the tensions and surface shape, from pre-stress and static and dynamic loads applied (Kopenetz & Ionescu, 1985) .
If for determining the stresses there are relatively many bibliographic alerts, for the form study there are few communications (Bentley, 1999; Woodbury, 2010) .
To respect the natural principle of minimum it is advisable that the light structure's shape is similar to the minimum area surface.
The analytical solving of the minimal surface shape is possible only for certain specific contours (coil, askew quadrangle with tips on a regular tetrahedron etc.) (Fox & Kemp, 2009; Burry, 2011) .
From the point of view of structural engineering resolutions are based on PLATEAU's problem (Plateau, 1873) , that means finding a minimal area surface for a closed space contour (Kopenetz & Cătărig, 2006; Kopenetz & Pârv, 2014) .
DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM AREA SURFACE
Minimum area surfaces are those surfaces which of all the surfaces they pass through a skew curve, have the smallest area.
If on a closed elastic or rigid contour is considered a soap film with its own negligible weight, due to superficial stress, characteristic to fluid films, these take the form of minimum area surface, corresponding to the contours. In this regard, the minimum area surfaces represent the natural form of existence of films made of soap film, unloaded (Lynn, 1999; Hawking, & Mlodinov, 2010) .
The minimum area surface is determined in two conditions: a) The first condition is related to the mean curvature:
This curvature must be equal to zero in any point of the surface, which is equivalent to the condition b) The second condition is related to stress, meaning that they must be constant at any point and in after each direction.
The approach of this condition, regarding the size of the minimum area surface, is experimental and numerical and it is followed by analytical methods only for particular cases.
The experimental determination of minimum area surface shape sums up to finding the coordinates and curvatures in all the points of the area, through stereophotogrammetry methods or even normal shooting from different angles. The numerical study, both for finding minimum area surface and for determining the shape from different loads, appeals to the special finite element with uniform stress t σ .
By discrete modelling of the fluid film surface, the membrane structure with an infinite number of degrees of freedom is replaced with a system with a finite number of degrees of freedom. This system represents a set of bidimensional membrane type elements, using isoparametric finite elements of indefinite shape, linked in knots (Kwinter, 2007; Rubinstein & Firstenberg, 1999) .
The finite elements used are Zienkiewicz-Irons type, the geometry and the allowed distribution of the displacement being presented using the same functions of the form and interpolation.
The implemented method of calculation is based on the theory presented in references (Kopenetz & Ionescu, 1985; Kopenetz, et al., 2005¸Kopenetz & Cătărig, 2005 Kopenetz & Pârv, 2014; Kopenetz & Prada, 2011) , considering only the linear-elastic response of the material.
Newton-Raphson iterative method is used in order to solve the stability issues which are not influenced by the type of the finite element. The differential equations of movement are solved using the Newark and Wilson methods.
The initial shape is set by the software in case of membrane type structures for which the initial shape is very important. The software uses a finite element having a constant tension as a pattern for the material of the surface structure. If there are no external loads, the minimum area is assumed as initial shape. SUM01 calculation program developed to solve this problem is using efficiently an iterative process (Kopenetz & Ionescu, 1985; Kopenetz & Cătărig, 2006; Kopenetz & Pârv, 2014; Kopenetz & Prada, 2011) .
NUMERICAL EXEMPLES
a) In order to determine the surface shape of a minimum area for the membrane type structure in figure 5 using two variants, let's consider point 12 fixed. The minimum surface area is calculated considering first the constant stress in the membrane equals 5 daN/mm, and then 20 daN/mm. -n case of such structures, the shape is the structure and the structure coincides with the shape, so any solution that resolves the optimal and stable shape has a practical importance.
-This paper presents a numerical procedure for finding the shape by using finite elements with constant stress.
